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Abstract 
In this paper the notions of non-uniform in time Robust Blobal Asymptotic 
Output Stability (RGAOS) and Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) for discrete-time 
systems are studied. Characterizations as well as links between these notions are 
provided. Particularly, it is shown that a discrete-time system with continuous 
dynamics satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property if and only if the 
corresponding unforced system is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the Robust Output Feedback 
Stabilization (ROFS) problem are also given.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In this paper we study discrete-time time-varying systems with outputs: 
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where YX,  is a pair of normed linear spaces, D  is the set of disturbances (or time-varying parameters) and 
XX →××+ DZf : , YX →×+ZH :  with 0)0,,( =dtf  and 0)0,( =tH  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( .  
 
     The notion of non-uniform in time Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) was introduced and 
studied in [11] for a wide class of systems, including discrete-time time-varying systems (1.1). In this paper we 
present Lyapunov-like conditions for non-uniform in time RGAOS for discrete-time systems of the form (1.1). Our 
results are based on the Lyapunov characterization of Robust Global Asymptotic Stability (RGAS) given in [12] for 
discrete-time systems and are parallel to the results provided in [15], [16] and [6] for uniform global asymptotic 
stability with respect to closed sets in a finite-dimensional state space. 
 
     The notion of non-uniform in time RGAOS is closely related to the notion of non-uniform in time Input-to-Output 
Stability (IOS) introduced in [11] for a wide class of systems, including discrete-time time-varying systems of the 
form: 
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                                                        (1.2a) 
 
Y∈= )(,))(,()( tYtxtHtY                                                                    (1.2b) 
 
where U,YX,  is a triplet of normed linear spaces, D  is the set of disturbances (or time-varying parameters) and 
XX →×××+ UDZf : , YX →×+ZH :  are mappings with 0)0,0,,( =dtf  and 0)0,( =tH  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( .  
 
    The notion of non-uniform in time IOS introduced in [11] extends the notion of uniform in time Input-to-State 
Stability (ISS) for discrete-time systems introduced in [4] and further studied in [5], [7], [8]. It is also an extension of 
the notion of uniform in time IOS introduced in [24], [25] and [9] for continuous time systems. In this paper we 
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derive characterizations of non-uniform in time IOS. Moreover, it is shown that a discrete-time time-varying system 
(1.2) with continuous dynamics satisfies the non-uniform in time Input-to-Output Stability property if and only if the 
“unforced” system (1.2), i.e., system (1.2) with 0)( ≡tu  
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                                                   (1.3) 
 
is non-uniformly in time Robustly Globally Asymptotically Output Stable. This result is important, since it shows that 
continuity of the dynamics guarantees useful robustness properties. 
 
     Discrete-time control systems of the form (1.2) arise naturally in applications. For example in [21], the stability of 
infinite-dimensional discrete-time systems is studied. In the present paper we focus on the Robust Output Feedback 
Stabilization problem for (1.2), i.e., the problem of the stabilization of the output (1.2b) of the time-varying discrete-
time system (1.2a) by means of:  
 
(i) a time-varying output feedback law ))(,()( tytktu =  (static ROFS problem)  
 
(ii) a dynamic time-varying output feedback law ))(),(,()1( twtytgtw =+ , ))(),(,()( twtytktu = , Wtw ∈)(  
(Dynamic ROFS problem) 
 
where 
 
Y ′∈= )(,))(,()( tytxthty                                                                             (1.4) 
 
is the so-called measured output, and W,Y ′  are normed linear spaces. 
 
    In Section 4 of the present paper we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the static and 
dynamic ROFS problem. To this end, we extend the notion of Complete Observability, introduced in [26] for 
continuous time systems (see also [3]). We remark that similar observability notions were also used in [1] for the 
construction of neural state estimators. Lyapunov-like conditions for the local solvability of the ROFS problem when 
the stabilized output is the whole state vector were given in [27] for autonomous finite-dimensional discrete-time 
systems without disturbances. The same problem was further studied in [2,8,14,19,20], where local and semi-global 
results were obtained. In the present paper it is shown that, if system (1.2) is stabilized by a continuous state feedback 
law and the feedback law is robustly completely observable from the measured output (1.4), then the dynamic ROFS 
problem for (1.2) is solvable. The procedure for the construction of the dynamic output feedback used in the proof of 
this result can be directly used for design purposes.   
 
 
Notation 
∗  By X , we denote the norm of the normed linear space X . By  we denote the euclidean norm of nℜ .  
∗ +Z  denotes the set of non-negative integers. 
∗  For definitions of classes ∞KK , , KL  see [17]. By +K  we denote the set of all continuous positive functions 
defined on ),0[: +∞=ℜ+ . 
∗  By DM  we denote the set of all sequences ),....)2(),1(),0(( dddd =  with values in D , i.e., Did ∈)(  for all 
+∈Zi .  
∗  Let YX →×+ZH :  a continuous map. The set-valued map XY ⊆→×∈ −+ ),(),( 1 ytHZyt  is defined by 
{ }yxtHxytH =∈=− ),(;),(1 X . 
∗  Let YX,  a pair of normed linear spaces. We denote by );( WAZCU ×+ , where X⊆A , the set of all continuous 
mappings Y⊆→×+ WAZH : , with the following property: “for every pair of bounded sets +⊂ ZI , AS ⊆  
and for every 0>ε  the set )( SIH ×  is bounded and there exists 0>δ  such that ε<− Y),(),( 0xtHxtH , for 
all It∈ , Sxx ∈0,  with δ<− X0xx ”. 
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2. Non-Uniform in Time Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) 
 
     In this section we first introduce the reader to the notion of non-uniform in time RGAOS for discrete-time systems 
as a special case of the notion of non-uniform in time RGAOS given in [11] for a wide class of systems. We consider 
the time-varying case (1.1) under the following hypotheses: 
 
(H1) There exist functions +∞ ∈∈ KKa β,  such that ( )( )XX xtaxdtf β≤),,( , for all DZdxt ××∈ + X),,(  
 
(H2): For every pair of bounded sets +⊂ ZI , X⊂S  and for every 0>ε  the set )( SIH ×  is bounded and there 
exists 0>δ  such that ε<− Y),(),( 0xtHxtH , for all It∈ , Sxx ∈0,  with δ<− X0xx . Moreover, it holds that 
0)0,( =tH  for all +∈Zt . 
 
We note the following important fact for the time-varying case (1.1): 
 
Fact I: System (1.1) under hypothesis (H1) is Robustly Forward Complete (RFC) and there exist functions +∈Kµ , 
∞∈Ka , such that for every DMd ∈ , X×∈ +Zxt ),( 00 , the unique solution )(tx  of (1.1) initiated from X∈0x  at 
time 00 ≥t  and corresponding to DMd ∈ , satisfies the following estimate: 
 ( )XX 0)()( xattx µ≤ , 0tt ≥∀                                                             (2.1) 
 
     Concerning the proof of Fact I, we notice that by virtue of Lemma 3.5 in [11] it suffices to show that system (1.1) 
under hypothesis (H1) is RFC and X∈0  is a robust equilibrium point in the sense defined in [11]. Particularly, this 
follows by considering arbitrary 0≥r , +∈ ZT , then defining recursively the sequence of sets in X  by 
))1(]2,0([:)( −××= kADTfkA  for Tk ,...,1=  with { }rxxA ≤∈= XX ;:)0( , which are bounded by virtue of 
hypothesis (H1) and finally noticing that 
 { } )(,,,;);,,( 00000 kAMdTkTtrxdxtktx D ⊆∈≤≤≤+ X  for all Tk ,...,0=  
 
where );,,( 00 dxttx  denotes the unique solution of (1.1) initiated from X∈0x  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding to 
DMd ∈ . The fact that X∈0  is a robust equilibrium point in the sense defined in [11] is an immediate consequence 
of hypothesis (H1) (details are left to the reader). 
 
We are now in a position to present the definition of non-uniform in time RGAOS for discrete-time systems. 
 
Definition 2.1 Let )(tx  denote the unique solution of (1.1) initiated from X∈0x  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding 
to DMd ∈ . We say that system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-2) is non-uniformly in time Robustly Globally 
Asymptotically Output Stable (RGAOS) if it satisfies the following properties:  
 
P1(Robust Output Stability) For every 0>ε , +∈ZT , it holds that 
 { } +∞<∈∈≤≥ DMdTtxtttxtH ,],0[,,;))(,(sup 000 εXY  
 
and  there exists a ( ) 0,: >= Tεδδ  such that: 
 
000 ,))(,(],0[, tttxtHTtx ≥∀≤⇒∈≤ εδ YX , DMd ∈∀  
 
P2(Robust Output Attractivity)  For every 0>ε , +∈ZT  and 0≥R , there exists a ( ) +∈= ZRT ,,: εττ , such that: 
 
τε +≥∀≤⇒∈≤ 000 ,))(,(],0[, tttxtHTtRx YX , DMd ∈∀  
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We say that system (1.1) is non-uniformly in time strongly Robustly Globally Asymptotically Output Stable 
(strongly RGAOS) if it is non-uniformly in time RGAOS and the set { }0),(;:)0,(1 =∈=− xtHxtH X  is positively 
invariant, i.e., if )0,(1 tHx −∈  then 0)),,(,1( =+ xdtftH  for all Dd ∈ . 
 
Moreover, if there exists a function ∞∈Ka  such that YX ),()( xtHxa ≤  for all X×∈ +Zxt ),( , then we say that 
the equilibrium point X∈0  is non-uniformly in time Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable (RGAS) for system 
(1.1). 
 
The following facts are given in [11] as Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, respectively. 
 
Fact II: Suppose that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-2) satisfies the Robust Output Attractivity Property (property P2 of 
Definition 2.1). Then (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. 
 
Fact III: System (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-2) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS if and only if there exist functions 
KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  such that for every DMd ∈ , X×∈ +Zxt ),( 00 , the unique solution )(tx  of (1.1) initiated from 
X∈0x  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding to DMd ∈ , satisfies: 
 ( )000 ,)())(,( ttxttxtH −≤ XY βσ , 0tt ≥∀                                         (2.2) 
 
     The following proposition provides Lyapunov-like characterizations for a time-varying system, which is non-
uniformly in time RGAOS. It deals with the time-varying case (1.1) under the pair of hypotheses (H1-2) or under the 
pair of hypothesis (H2) and the following hypothesis: 
 
(H3): For every bounded sets X⊂S , +⊂ ZI  and for every 0>ε  the set )( SDIf ××  is bounded and there exists 
0>δ  such that { } ε<∈− Ddxdtfxdtf ;),,(),,(sup 0 X , for all It∈ , Sx∈ , Sx ∈0  with δ<− X0xx . 
Moreover, it holds that 0)0,,( =dtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( . 
  
Remark about Hypothesis (H3): Hypothesis (H3) is “stronger” hypothesis than (H1), in the sense that the 
implication (H3)⇒ (H1) holds. The proof of the implication (H3)⇒ (H1) is made by defining the following function: 
 { }DdsxTtZtxdtfsTa ∈≤≤∈= + ,,,;),,(sup:),( XX  
 
which is well-defined for all 0, ≥sT . Moreover, for every 0, ≥sT  the functions ),( sa ⋅  and ),( ⋅Ta  are non-
decreasing and since X∈= 0),0,( dtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , we also obtain 0)0,( =Ta  for all 0≥T . Finally, let 
0>ε  and 0≥T . It can be shown that hypothesis (H3) guarantees the existence of 0),(: >= Tεδδ  such that 
εεδ <)),(,( TTa  and consequently we have 0),(lim
0
=+→ sTas  for all 0≥T . It turns out from Lemma 2.3 in [10] that 
there exist functions +∞ ∈∈ KK βζ ,  such that ( )( )sTsTa βζ≤),( , for all 0, ≥sT  and consequently, hypothesis 
(H1) is satisfied. 
 
Proposition 2.2 Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-2). Then the following statements are equivalent:  
 
(i) System (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. 
 
(ii) There exist functions ++ ℜ→×XZV : , ∞∈Kaa 21, , +∈Kµβ ,  and a constant )1,0(∈λ  such that: 
 ( ) ( )
XXY xtaxtVxtxtHa )(),()(),( 21 βµ ≤≤+ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                              (2.3a) 
 
),()),,(,1( xtVxdtftV λ≤+ , DZdxt ××∈∀ + X),,(                                             (2.3b) 
 
Moreover, if hypothesis (H3) holds then );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV . 
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 (iii) There exist functions ++ ℜ→×XZV : , ∞∈Kaaa 321 ,,  with ssa ≤)(3  for all 0≥s , +∈Kβ  and 
);(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Cq  with 0)(lim =+∞→ tqt  such that:  
 ( ) ( )XY xtaxtVxtHa )(),(),( 21 β≤≤ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                                         (2.4a) 
 
( ) ( ) )(),(),(),,(,1 3 tqxtVaxtVxdtftV +−≤+ , DZdxt ××∈∀ + X),,(                         (2.4b) 
 
Proof: (i) ⇒  (ii) We show the existence of a function ++ ℜ→×XZV : , satisfying (2.3a,b), under the assumption of 
non-uniform in time RGAOS for (1.1). Since (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-2) is RGAOS, by virtue of Facts I and III, 
there exist functions +∈Kµ , ∞∈Ka , KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  such that for every DMd ∈ , X×∈ +Zxt ),( 00 , the unique 
solution )(tx  of (1.1) initiated from X∈0x  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding to DMd ∈ , satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). 
Next we consider the system: 
 
( )
DtdZttwtz
tztttdtftHtztttHtwtw
tztttdtf
t
ttz
∈∈∈∈
++−−−=+
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−−=+
+ )(,,)(,)(
))()()exp(),(,(,1))()()exp(,()1exp()()1exp()1(
))()()exp(),(,(
)1(
)1exp()1(
YX
µµ
µµ
       (2.5) 
 
where the state space is the normed space YX ×=:C  with norm 22:),( YX wzwz C += . We claim that zero for 
the above system is non-uniformly in time RGAS. Notice that the solution ))(),(( twtz  of (2.5) initiated from 
YX ×∈),( 00 wz  at time +∈ Zt0  and corresponding to DMd ∈⋅)(  satisfies: 
 ( )))()exp(,())(exp())()()exp(,()( 000000 ztttHwtttztttHtw µµ −−−+= , 0tt ≥∀                      (2.6) 
 
Moreover the component )(tz  of the solution ))(),(( twtz  of (2.5) initiated from YX ×∈),( 00 wz  at time 00 ≥t  and 
corresponding to DMd ∈⋅)(  is related to the solution )(tx  of (1.1) initiated from 0000 )()exp( zttx µ=  at time 
+∈ Zt0  and corresponding to the same DMd ∈⋅)(  with the following way: 
 
)()()exp()( tztttx µ= , 0tt ≥∀                                                                 (2.7) 
 
Using (2.7) in conjunction with (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain: 
 ( )XX 000 )()exp()exp()( zttattz µ−≤ , 0tt ≥∀                                                  (2.8) 
 ( )00000 ,)()exp()())()()exp(,( ttzttttztttH −≤ XY µβσµ , 0tt ≥∀                      (2.9) 
 
Since )( ⋅H  is continuous with 0)0,( =tH  for all 0≥t  and since the set )( SIH ×  is bounded for every pair of 
bounded sets +⊂ ZI  and X⊂S , it follows from Lemma 3.2 in [11] that there exist functions ∞∈ Kζ  and +∈ Kγ  
such that 
 ( )
XY xtxtH )(),( γζ≤ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                                                (2.10) 
 
Combining estimate (2.9) with (2.6) and inequality (2.10), we obtain for all 0tt ≥ : 
 ( ) ( )[ ]XYXY 00000000000 )()exp()())(exp(,)()exp()()( ztttwttttzttttw µγζµβσ +−−+−≤        (2.11) 
 
We conclude from (2.8) and (2.11) that the solution ))(),(( twtz  of (2.5) initiated from YX ×∈),( 00 wz  at time 
+∈ Zt0  and corresponding to DMd ∈⋅)(  satisfies: 
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( )0000 ,),()(~~))(),(( ttwzttwtz CC −≤ βσ , 0tt ≥∀                                         (2.12) 
 
where ( ))()exp(),()exp()(:),(~ ssttstsats ζσσ +−++−= , )()exp())()(1(1:)(~ ttttt µγββ +++= . Inequality (2.12) 
implies that zero is non-uniformly in time RGAS for (2.5). Moreover, since the dynamics of system (2.5) 
( )







++−−−
+
−−
=
))()exp(,,(,1))()exp(,()1exp()1exp(
))()exp(,,(
)1(
)1exp(
:),,,(
~
zttdtftHztttHw
zttdtf
t
t
wzdtf
µµ
µµ  satisfy hypothesis (H1), it 
follows from Theorem 2.9 in [12] that there exist functions ++ ℜ→×× YXZU : , ∞∈⋅⋅ Kaa )(~,)(~ 21 , +∈⋅ K)(2β  
such that: 
 ( ) ( )CC wztawztUwza ),()(~),,(),(~ 221 β≤≤ , CZwxt ×∈∀ +),,(                       (2.13a) 
 
( ) ( ) ),,())()exp(,,(,1))()exp(,()1exp(),)()exp(,,(
)1(
)1exp(
,1 wztUzttdtftHztttHwzttdtf
t
ttU λµµµµ ≤


 ++−−+
−−+  
DCZdwzt ××∈∀ +),,,(                                                            (2.13b) 
 
Finally, we define: 



 −= ),(,
)(
)exp(
,:),( xtHx
t
ttUxtV µ                                                           (2.14) 
 
Inequality (2.3b) is an immediate consequence of (2.13b) and definition (2.14).  Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 2.3 in 
[10], there exist functions ∞∈Ka2  and +∈Kβ  such that 
 
( ) ( )stastts
t
tt
a )()()(
)(
)exp()(~
22
2
2 βγζβµ
β ≤


 +− , ++ ℜ×ℜ∈∀ ),( st                                (2.15) 
 
Inequalities (2.13a), (2.10), (2.15) and the trivial inequality ( ) YXXY wzwzzw C +≤≤ ),(,max  imply 
inequality (2.3a) with 
)(
)exp(:)(
t
tt µµ
−=  and 

=
2
~:)( 11
sasa . Finally, if hypothesis (H3) is satisfied for (1.1), it follows 
that the dynamics of system (2.5) 
( )







++−−−
+
−−
=
))()exp(,,(,1))()exp(,()1exp()1exp(
))()exp(,,(
)1(
)1exp(
:),,,(
~
zttdtftHztttHw
zttdtf
t
t
wzdtf
µµ
µµ  also satisfy hypothesis (H3). 
Consequently, by virtue of Theorem 2.9 in [12], we conclude that );( ++ ℜ××∈ YXZCUU  and since 
);( YX×∈ +ZCUH  we obtain that );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV . 
 
(ii) ⇒  (iii) This implication is trivial (notice that statement (iii) holds with 0)( ≡tq  and ssa )1(:)(3 λ−= ). 
 
(iii) ⇒  (i) Assuming that statement (iii) holds, we will show that system (1.1) satisfies the Robust Output 
Attractivity Property (property P2 of Definition 2.1). Then, by virtue of Fact II, statement (i) holds. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 0)( >tq  for all +∈Zt . Let arbitrary 0>ε , +∈ZT , 0≥R , ],0[, 00 TtRx ∈≤X  
and DMd ∈ . Let also ))(,(:)( txtVtV =  and )(sup:
0
max tqq
t≥
= , where )(tx  is the unique solution of (1.1) 
corresponding to DMd ∈ , initiated from 0x  at time 0t . It follows from inequality (2.4b) and Lemma 3.1 in [12] 
that: 
 
maxmax
1
30 )()()( qqatVtV ++≤ − , 0tt ≥∀                                                        (2.16) 
 
)(sup))(sup2()(
~~
1
3
00
tqtqatV
tttt ττ +≥+≥
− +< , +∈∀ Zτ~ ,
)(sup
)~(~
~
0
0
0
tq
tV
tt
tt τ
ττ
+≥
+++≥∀                            (2.17) 
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Since 0)(lim =+∞→ tqt , there exists 
+∈= Z)(~:~ εττ  such that )()(sup))(sup2( 1~~
1
3 εττ atqtqa tt ≤+ ≥≥
− .  Combining the latter 
inequality with (2.4a), (2.16), (2.17), we conclude that the Robust Output Attractivity Property holds for system (1.1) 
with  
1
)(sup
)()(max
)(~:),,(
)(~
maxmax
1
30
0
2
0 +







 ++


++=
+≥
−
≤≤
tq
qqatRa
TRT
Tt
Tt
ετ
β
ετετ  
 
where [ ]x  denotes the integer part of the real number x . The proof is complete.    <  
 
Example 2.3 Consider the nonlinear finite-dimensional discrete-time time-varying system: 
 
]2,2[)(,,))(),((:)(
)(:))(,()(
)()(2)1(
)()()1(
2
21
2
2
1
12
11
−∈∈ℜ∈=
==
=+
=+
+
−
tdZttxtxtx
txtxtHtY
txtdtx
txtdtx
t
                                           (2.18) 
 
Consider the continuous function 21)exp(:),( xxtxtV +−= , which clearly satisfies the following inequality: 
 
xxtVxY 2),(2 ≤≤= , 2),( ℜ×∈∀ +Zxt                                                               (2.19) 
 
Moreover, notice that for all ]2,2[),,( 2 −×ℜ×∈ +Zdxt  we obtain: 
)(),(
42
2)exp(
2
2
2)exp(22)1exp()2,,1(
1
2
1
1
1
1
12
1
112
1
11
tqxtVe
e
ext
e
e
xxtexdxdtxddxtV
t
ttt
+≤


−+−
+≤
+−≤+−−=+ +−−−−
λ
                   (2.20) 
 
where )1,0(
2
2: ∈+=
e
eλ  and 
te
e
etq 


−= 42
2:)(  with 0)(lim =+∞→ tqt . By virtue of (2.19) and (2.20) it follows that 
statement (iii) of Proposition 2.2 is satisfied with 2)( ≡tβ , ssasa == :)()( 21  and ssa )1(:)(3 λ−= . We conclude 
that system (2.18) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS.     <   
 
 
3. Non-Uniform in Time Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) 
 
In this section we first introduce the reader to the notion of non-uniform in time IOS for discrete-time systems as a 
special case of the notion of non-uniform in time IOS given in [11] for a wide class of systems. We consider the time-
varying case (1.2) under hypothesis (H2) and the following hypothesis: 
 
(A1) There exist functions +∞ ∈∈ KKa β,  such that ( )( ) ( )( )Uutaxtauxdtf ββ +≤ XX),,,( , for all 
UDZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( . 
 
First we note the following important fact for the time-varying case (1.2): 
 
Fact IV: System (1.2) under hypothesis (A1) is Robustly Forward Complete (RFC) from the input UMu∈  and there 
exist functions +∈Kµ , ∞∈Ka  and a constant 0≥R  such that for every UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , the 
corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  satisfies the following estimate: 
 



 ++≤
∈ Utt
uxRattx )(sup)()(
],[
0
0
τµ
τXX
, 0tt ≥∀                                         (3.1) 
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     Concerning the proof of Fact IV, we notice that by virtue of Lemma 3.5 in [11] it suffices to show that system 
(1.2) under hypothesis (A1) is RFC from the input UMu∈ . Particularly, this follows by considering arbitrary 0≥r , 
+∈ ZT , then defining recursively the sequence of sets in X  by ]),0[)1(]2,0([:)( rBkADTfkA ×−××=  for 
Tk ,...,1= , where { }ruUurB U ≤∈= ;:],0[  and { }rxxA ≤∈= XX ;:)0( , which are bounded by virtue of 
hypothesis (A1) and finally noticing that 
 { } )(,,,,;),;,,( ],0[00000 kAMuMdTkTtrxduxtktx rBD ⊆∈∈≤≤≤+ X  for all Tk ,...,0=  
 
where ),;,,( 00 duxttx  denotes the unique solution of (1.1) initiated from X∈0x  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding 
to input DrB MMdu ×∈ ],0[),( .  
 
We are now in a position to present the definition of non-uniform in time IOS property for discrete-time systems. 
 
Definition 3.1: Let )(tx  denote the unique solution of (1.2) initiated from X∈0x  at time +∈ Zt0  and 
corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( . We say that system (1.2) under the pair of hypotheses (A1), (H2) satisfies the 
non-uniform in time Input-to-Output Stability property (IOS) from the input UMu∈  if there exist functions 
KL∈σ , +∈Kγβ ,  and ∞∈Kρ  such that the following estimate holds for all UMu∈ , DMZdxt ××∈ + X),,( 00  
and ),[ 0 +∞∈ tt : 
 
( ) ( )( )


 −−≤
∈
τττγρτβσβσ
τ
tuttxttxtH U
tt
,)()()(sup,,)(max))(,(
],[
000
0
XY                    (3.2) 
 
Moreover, if there exists a function ∞∈Ka  such that YX ),()( xtHxa ≤  for all X×∈ +Zxt ),( , then we say that 
(1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time Input-to-State Stability property (ISS) from the input UMu∈ .  
 
     The following proposition provides various characterizations of the non-uniform in time IOS property for the time-
varying case (1.2). Moreover, it shows how the notion of non-uniform in time IOS is related to the notion of non-
uniform in time RGAOS. It deals with the time-varying case (1.2) under the pair of hypotheses (A1) and (H2) or 
under the pair of hypothesis (H2) and the following hypothesis: 
 
(A2): For every bounded sets US ×⊂X , +⊂ ZI  and for every 0>ε , the set )( SDIf ××  is bounded and there 
exists 0>δ  such that { } ε<∈− Dduxdtfuxdtf ;),,,(),,,(sup 00 X , for all It∈ , Sux ∈),( , Sux ∈),( 00  with 
δ<−+− Uuuxx 00 X . Moreover, it holds that 0)0,0,,( =dtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( . 
 
Remark about Hypothesis (A2): Hypothesis (A2) is “stronger” hypothesis than (A1), in the sense that the 
implication (A2)⇒ (A1) holds. The proof of the implication (A2)⇒ (A1) is made by defining the following function: 
 { }suDdsxTtZtuxdtfsTa U ≤∈≤≤∈= + ,,,,;),,,(sup:),( XX  
 
which is well-defined for all 0, ≥sT . Moreover, for every 0, ≥sT  the functions ),( sa ⋅  and ),( ⋅Ta  are non-
decreasing and since X∈= 0)0,,0,( dtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , we also obtain 0)0,( =Ta  for all 0≥T . Finally, let 
0>ε  and 0≥T . It can be shown that hypothesis (A2) guarantees the existence of 0),(: >= Tεδδ  such that 
εεδ <)),(,( TTa  and consequently we have 0),(lim
0
=+→ sTas  for all 0≥T . It turns out from Lemma 2.3 in [10] that 
there exist functions +∞ ∈∈ KK βζ ,  such that ( )( )sTsTa βζ≤),( , for all 0, ≥sT .  Consequently, we obtain 
( ) { }( )Uuxtudxtf ,max),,,( XX βζ≤ , for all UDZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( , which directly implies hypothesis 
(A1). 
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Proposition 3.2 Consider system (1.2) under the pair of hypotheses (A1), (H2). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
 
(i)  System (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property. 
 
(ii) There exist functions ∞∈Kζ , β , +∈Kδ  and KL∈σ  such that for every UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , 
the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  satisfies: 
 
( ) 


 −≤
≤≤ Utt
uttxttxtH )()(sup,),)((max))(,(
0
000 ττδζβσ τXY , 0tt ≥∀                                 (3.3) 
 
(iii) There exist functions ∞∈Kθ  and +∈Kp  such that the following system is non-uniformly in time RGAOS: 
 ( )( )
+∈×∈′∈∈
=
′=+
ZtBDtdtdtYtx
txtHtY
tdtxtptxtdtftx
,]1,0[))(),((,)(,)(
))(,()(
)()()(),(),(,)1(
YX
Xθ
                                          (3.4) 
 
       where { }1;:]1,0[ ≤∈= UuUuB . 
 
(iv) There exist functions ++ ℜ→×XZV : , ∞∈Kaaa 321 ,, , +∈Kµφβ ,,  and a constant )1,0(∈λ  such that: 
 ( ) ( )
XXY xtaxtVxtxtHa )(),()(),( 21 βµ ≤≤+ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                              (3.5a) 
 
))((),()),,,(,1( 3 UutaxtVuxdtftV φλ +≤+ , UDZudxt ×××∈∀ + X),,,(                   (3.5b) 
 
Moreover, if hypothesis (A2) holds then );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV . 
 
Proof: (i)⇒ (ii) Suppose that (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property. Then there exist functions 
KL∈σ , +∈Kγµβ ,, , ∞∈Ka  and ∞∈Kρ  such that (3.2) holds for all UMu∈ , DMZdxt ××∈ + X),,( 00  and 
),[ 0 +∞∈ tt . By invoking Lemma 2.3 in [10], there exist functions ∞∈Ka  and +∈Kδ  such that 
( )stastt )())(()( δφρβ ≤  for all ++ ℜ×ℜ∈),( st  and if we set ( ) ssas += 0),(:)( σζ  (which obviously is of class 
∞K ), the desired (3.3) is a consequence of (3.2) and the previous inequality.  
 
      (ii)⇒ (iii) Suppose that there exist functions ∞∈Kζ , β , +∈Kδ  and KL∈σ  such that for every 
UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  satisfies (3.3). 
Moreover, by virtue of Fact IV, there exist functions +∈Kµ , ∞∈Ka  and a constant 0≥R  such that for every 
UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  satisfies (3.1). 
Consequently, for every UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  
satisfies the following estimate:  
 
( ) ( )U
tt
uaxRa
t
tx
)(2sup22
)(
)(
],[
0
0
τµ τ∈++≤ X
X , 0tt ≥∀                                    (3.6) 
 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the functions ∞∈Kζ  and +∈Kδ  involved in (3.3) satisfy ss ≥)(ζ  
(or equivalently ss ≤− )(1ζ ) and 1)( ≥tδ  for all 0, ≥st  and that the function +∈Kµ  involved in (3.1) is non-
decreasing. Define: 
 ( )( )stttatst )()exp())(1(2)(2:),( δζµµγ +=                                                          (3.7) 
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By virtue of Lemma 2.3 in [10] there exist functions +∈Kq , ∞∈′ Ka  such that ( )stqast )(),( ′≤γ  for all 0, ≥st . 
Define: 
 
)(:)(1 sas ′=−θ  and 
)(
1:)(
tq
tp =                                                              (3.8) 
 
It follows from definitions (3.7) and (3.8) that: 
 








+
−≤ −−
)(2))(1(2
)exp(
)(
1)()( 11
t
sa
t
t
t
stp µµζδθ , for all 0, ≥st                                             (3.9) 
 
Notice that since (1.2) satisfies the pair of hypotheses (A1) and (H2), it follows that system (3.4) satisfies hypotheses 
(H1-2). Clearly, the solution of system (3.4) with 00 )( xtx =  corresponding to ]1,0[),( BD MMdd ×∈′  coincides with 
the solution of (1.2) with same initial condition corresponding to inputs DMd ∈  and UMu∈  with ( ) )()()()( tdtxtptu ′= Xθ  for all 0tt ≥ . Consequently, since ss ≤− )(1ζ  and 1)( ≥tδ  for all 0, ≥st , we obtain from 
(3.9) that 


≤ −
)(2
)(
2
1)( 1
t
tx
atu U µ
X  for all 0tt ≥  and it follows from (3.6) that: 
( )XX 0
],[
222
)(
)(
sup
0
xRa
x
tt
+≤



∈ τµ
τ
τ
, 0tt ≥∀                                                    (3.10) 
 
 
Combining inequalities (3.3) and (3.9) we obtain: 
 










+
−−≤ −
≤≤ )(2
)(
sup
))(1(2
)exp(
,),)((max))(,( 1
0
0
000
0 τµ
τ
µβσ τ
X
XY
x
a
t
t
ttxttxtH
tt
, 0tt ≥∀               (3.11) 
 
Estimate (3.11) in conjunction with estimate (3.10) gives: 
 
( )










++−−≤ )(1)exp(,,)(max))(,( 0
0
0000 t
x
RtttxttxtH µβσ
X
XY , 0tt ≥∀                             (3.12) 
 
Notice that by virtue of (3.10) and (3.12) we obtain for all +∈ Zt1  and 10 ttt +≥ : 
 ( )( ) ( )( ){ }XXY 0101001010 222)exp(,,222)()(max))(,( xRaRtttttxRatttttxtH ++−−−−+++≤ µβσ    (3.13) 
 
Next we establish robust global asymptotic output stability. Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
function +∈Kβ  involved in (3.13) is non-decreasing. Consider the function { }],0[,,),(;))(,(sup:),,( 00]1,0[00 TtrxMMddttxttHrTtb BD ∈≤×∈′++= XY , where )( ⋅x  denotes the 
solution of (3.4) with 00 )( xtx =  corresponding to some ]1,0[),( BD MMdd ×∈′ . It suffices to show that 
0),,(lim =+∞→ rTtbt , for all ( )2),( +ℜ∈rT . Let 0>ε  arbitrary. Clearly, there exists +∈= Zrtt ),(11 ε  and 
+∈= ZrTtt ),,(22 ε  such that ε≤−++ )exp())22(2( 1trRaR  and ( )( ) εµβσ ≤+++ 211 ,222)()( trRatTtT . By 
virtue of (3.13) and definition of b , we obtain for all 1tt ≥ : 
 ( )( ){ }εµβσ ,,222)()(max),,( 111 ttrRatTtTrTtb −+++≤  
 
which directly implies that ε≤),,( rTtb , for all 21 ttt +≥ . Thus the robust output attractivity property is satisfied for ( ) ( ) ( )rTtrtrT ,,,:,, 21 εεετ += . By virtue of Fact II, we conclude that system (3.4) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS.  
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       (iii)⇒ (iv) Notice that since (1.2) satisfies the pair of hypotheses (A1) and (H2) (or (A2) and (H2)), it follows 
that system (3.4) satisfies hypotheses (H1-2) (or (H2-3)). Since (3.4) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS and satisfies 
hypotheses (H1-2) (or (H2-3)), it follows from Proposition 2.2, that there exist functions ++ ℜ→×XZV :  
( );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV ), 21 , aa  of class ∞K , µβ ,  of class +K  and constant )1,0(∈λ  such that: 
 ( ) ( )XXY xtaxtVxtxtHa )(),()(),( 21 βµ ≤≤+ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                              (3.14a) 
 
),()),,,(,1( xtVuxdtftV λ≤+ , UDZudxt ×××∈∀ + X),,,( , with ( )Xxtpu U θ)(≤              (3.14b) 
 
 Define for all UZuxt ××∈ + X),,( : 
 { }DduxdtftVuxt ∈+= ;)),,,(,1(sup:),,(ψ                                             (3.15) 
 
Clearly, hypothesis (A1) (which holds in any case; see Remark about hypothesis (A2) above), inequality (3.14a) in 
conjunction with Lemma 2.3 in [10] imply the existence of functions ∞∈Kω  and +∈Kq  such that 
))(())((),,( Uutqxtquxt ωωψ +≤ X . Moreover, Lemma 2.3 in [10] guarantees the existence of functions ∞∈Ka3  
and +∈Kφ  such that ( )stastq
tp
stq )())((
)(
)( 3
1 φωθω ≤+






−  for all 0, ≥st . Combining the previous inequalities 
and definition (3.15) we obtain: 
 
( )sta
tp
sxsuDduxdtftV U )()(
,,;)),,,(,1(sup 3
1 φθ ≤

 


≤≤∈+ −X , for all 0, ≥st             (3.16) 
 
      We next establish inequality (3.5b), with 3a  as previously, by considering the following two cases: 
∗  ( )Xxtpu U θ)(≤ . In this case inequality (3.5b) is a direct consequence of (3.14b). 
∗  ( )Xxtpu U θ)(≥ . In this case inequality (3.5b) is a direct consequence of (3.16). 
 
     (iv)⇒ (i) Consider the trajectory )(tx  of (1.2) that corresponds to input UD MMud ×∈),(  with initial condition 
X∈= 00 )( xtx  and let 0)log(: >−= λc , ))(,()( txtVtV = , ( )Ututacttb )()()2exp(:)( 3 φ=   for all 0tt ≥ . Inequality 
(3.5b) implies that )()2exp()()exp()1( tbcttVctV −+−≤+  for all 0tt ≥ , which gives (using induction arguments): 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )U
tt
uacttc
c
ctVttctV )()()2exp(sup)(exp
1)exp(
)2exp()()(exp)( 3000
0
ττφτ
τ≤≤
−−−+−−≤ , for all 0tt ≥        (3.17) 
 
By Lemma 2.3 in [10] there exist functions ∞∈Kρ  and +∈Kγ  such that 
( ) ( )ststact
c
ca
t
)()()2exp(
1)exp(
)2exp(
)(
1
3
1
2 γρφβ ≤



−
− , where +∈Kβ , ∞∈Ka2  are the functions involved in (3.5a). 
The previous inequality, in conjunction with inequality (3.5a), (3.17) and definition 
( ) KLsactats ∈−= − )()exp(22:),( 211σ  implies (3.2). The proof is complete.     <  
 
    The following proposition provides a sharper characterization of the IOS property for the time-varying case (1.2), 
which holds only for discrete-time systems with continuous dynamics. For continuous-time systems the situation is 
more involved since the finite escape time phenomenon can occur (see [24,25]). Further research is required for the 
case of discrete-time systems with discontinuous dynamics. 
 
Proposition 3.3 System (1.2) under the pair of hypotheses (A2), (H2), satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property 
if and only if the “unforced” system (1.3) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. 
 
Proof It is clear that if system (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property then the “unforced” system (1.3) is 
non-uniformly in time RGAOS. Therefore it suffices to prove the converse statement. Specifically, we show that if 
the “unforced” system (1.3) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS, then statement (ii) of Proposition 3.2 holds for system 
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(1.2). Consequently, by equivalence of statements (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.2 it follows that system (1.2) satisfies 
the non-uniform in time IOS property.  
 
    Notice that by virtue of hypothesis (A2), the “unforced” system (1.3) satisfies hypothesis (H3). Since the 
“unforced” system (1.3) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS, it follows by Proposition 2.2, that there exist functions 
);( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV , 21 , aa  of class ∞K , β~  of class +K  and constant 0>c  such that: 
 ( ) ( )XY xtaxtVxtHa )(),(),( 21 β≤≤ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                                              (3.18a) 
 
),()exp())0,,,(,1(sup xtVcxdtftV
Dd
−≤+
∈
, DZdxt ××∈∀ + X),,(                                      (3.18b) 
 
Define the following function: 
 { }surxDdrtxdtftVuxdtftVsr U ≤≤∈≤≤+−+= ,,,0;))0,,,(,1()),,,(,1(sup:),( Xγ                (3.19) 
 
Clearly, by virtue of the right-hand side inequality (3.18a) and hypothesis (A1) (which holds since hypothesis (A2) 
holds; see Remark about Hypothesis (A2) above), it follows that +∞<),( srγ  for all 0, ≥sr . Moreover, definition 
(3.19) guarantees that for every 0, ≥sr  the mappings ),( ⋅rγ  and ),( s⋅γ  are non-decreasing with 0)0,( =rγ . 
Finally, hypothesis (A2) in conjunction with the fact that );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV  guarantees that 0),(lim
0
=+→ srs γ  for 
all 0≥r . Consequently, Lemma 2.3 in [10] guarantees the existence of functions ∞∈Ka3  and +∈Kφ  such that 
( )srasr )(),( 3 φγ ≤  for all 0, ≥sr . It follows by definition (3.19) that we have for all UZuxt ××∈ + X),,( : 
 
( ) ( )( )UU
DdDd
uxautaxdtftVuxdtftV Xφφ 33 )())0,,,(,1(sup)),,,(,1(sup +≤+−+ ∈∈                            (3.20) 
 
By virtue of Fact IV, there exist functions +∈Kµ , ∞∈Ka  and a constant 0≥R  such that for every 
UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00 , the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx =  satisfies: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )U
tt
uaxaRa
t
tx
)(2sup44
)(
)(
],[
0
0
τµ τ∈++≤ X
X , 0tt ≥∀                                              (3.21) 
 
Using (3.18b), (3.20), Lemma 2.3 in [10] and Corollary 10 and Remark 11 in [23], we obtain functions ∞∈Kaa 65 , , 
+∈Kq  such that for all UDZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,(  it holds that: 
 
( ) ( )UU
Dd
utqa
t
x
actutqactxtVcuxdtftV )(
)(
)2exp()()2exp(),()exp()),,,(,1(sup 565 


−+−+−≤+
∈ µ
X          (3.22) 
 
Let UD MMZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 00  and consider the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xtx = . Let 
))(,(:)( txtVtV =  for 0tt ≥ .  By virtue of (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( )206
2
6
],[
2
5
],[
5
],[
65
],[
)4(4)2exp(
2
1
)(22sup)2exp(
2
1)()(sup)2exp(
)()(sup)4(4)2exp()()(sup)2exp()()exp()1(
00
00
Xxaact
uaactuqact
uqaRaactuqacttVctV
U
tt
U
tt
U
tt
U
tt
−+
−+−+
−+−+−≤+
∈∈
∈∈
τττ
ττττ
ττ
ττ
 
 
or  ( ) )()2exp()()(sup)2exp()()exp()1( 021
],[ 0
XxcturcttVctV U
tt
ρττρ
τ
−+−+−≤+
∈
                            (3.23) 
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where ( ) ( )26255651 ))2(2(2
1)()())4(4()(:)( saasasaRaasas +++=ρ , ( )262 ))4(4(2
1:)( saas =ρ  and 1)(:)( += tqtr . 
Inequality (3.23) in conjunction with (3.18a) directly implies for all 0tt ≥ : 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) )(
1)exp(
)2exp()(exp)()(
1)exp(
)2exp(sup)(exp
)(~)(exp))(,(
0201
],[
0
00201
0
X
XY
x
c
cttcur
c
cttc
xtattctxtHa
U
tt
ρττρ
β
τ −−−+−−−+
−−≤
∈
            (3.24) 
 
Finally, inequality (3.24) implies inequality (3.3) with 



−−+−=
− )(
1)exp(
)2exp(
)exp(2)()exp(22:),( 22
1
1 sc
cctsactats ρσ , 
1)(~:)( += tt ββ , )(:)( trt =δ  and )(
1)exp(
)2exp(2:)( 1 sc
cs ρζ −= . The proof is complete.     <  
 
Example 3.4 Consider the nonlinear finite-dimensional discrete-time time-varying system: 
 
ℜ∈−∈∈ℜ∈=
==
+=+
=+
+
−
)(,]2,2[)(,,))(),((:)(
)(:))(,()(
)()()(2)1(
)()()1(
2
21
2
2
1
12
11
tutdZttxtxtx
txtxtHtY
tutxtdtx
txtdtx
t
                                     (3.25) 
 
Since the corresponding “unforced” system (3.25) with 0)( ≡tu  coincides with system (2.18), which was studied in 
Example 2.3 and was proved to be non-uniformly in time RGAOS, we conclude by virtue of Proposition 3.3 that 
system (3.25) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property. In order to determine the functions KL∈σ , 
+∈Kγβ , and ∞∈Kρ  for which (3.2) is satisfied, we have to consider the continuous function 
21)exp(:),( xxtxtV +−=  (defined in Example 2.3), which clearly satisfies the following inequality for all 
ℜ×−×ℜ×∈ + ]2,2[),,,( 2Zudxt : 
 
uxxteuxdxdtuxddxtV ttt ++−≤++−−≤++ +−−−− 2
1
1
1
1
12
1
112
1
11 2)exp(22)1exp()2,,1(        (3.26) 
 
Let )(tx  denote the unique solution of (3.25) initiated from 20 ℜ∈x  at time +∈ Zt0  and corresponding to 
ℜ− ×∈ MMud ]2,2[),( . It can be easily shown (using induction) that the component )(1 tx  of the solution satisfies the 
estimate 0
)(
1
02)( xtx tt−≤  for all 0tt ≥ . Let ))(,(:)( txtVtV =  and notice that inequality (3.26) in conjunction with 
the previous estimate for )(1 tx  gives: 
 
)(2)(2)1( 2
1
0
1
21 tuxtVetV
t
++≤+ +−− , 0tt ≥∀                                                    (3.27) 
 
 
Using induction arguments and inequality (3.27), we obtain the following estimate for )(tV : 
 
( ) ( )( ))()(expsup
21
2
21
4)()(exp)(
0
10100
ττ
τ
utc
e
x
e
tVttctV
tt
−−−+


−+−−≤ ≤≤−−  
where 


+= −121
2log:
e
c . The latter inequality combined with (2.19) implies (3.2) with sctKts )exp(6:),( −=σ , 
1)( ≡tβ , ss
3
1:)( =ρ  and 1)( ≡tγ , where 
121
1: −−= eK .     <   
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4. The Robust Output Feedback Stabilization (ROFS) Problem  
 
    In this section we first introduce the reader to the notion of the ROFS problem for discrete-time systems (see [13] 
for the ROFS problem for continuous-time systems).  Throughout this section we make the following technical 
assumption for the “measured output” map YX ′→×+Zh :  involved in (1.4): 
 
(A3) The output map );( YX ′×∈ +ZCUh  involved in (1.4), with 0)0,( =th  for all +∈Zt , satisfies: 
(1) There exists a set Y ′⊆S  such that ),( XthS =  for all +∈Zt . 
(2) There exists a function );( SCUa Y ′∈ , such that for every Sy∈ , it holds that yya =)( .  
 
Definition 4.1 Consider system (1.2a) with output maps given by (1.2b) and (1.4) under hypotheses (A2-3) and (H2). 
The output ),( xtHY =  is called the “stabilized output” while the output ),( xthy =  is called the “measured output”.  
 
1) The problem of continuous static Robust Output Feedback Stabilization (continuous static ROFS) for (1.2) with 
measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  is said to be globally solvable if there exists a 
continuous function );( USZCUk ×∈ +  (where S  is the set involved in hypothesis (A3)) with 0))0,(,0,,( =tkdtf  
for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , such that the closed-loop system (1.2a,b) with )))(,(,()( txthtktu =  is non-uniformly in time 
RGAOS. Particularly, we say that the feedback function );( USZCUk ×∈ +  globally solves the continuous static 
ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY = . Moreover, if the set 
)0,(1 tH −  is positively invariant for the closed-loop system (1.2a,b) with )))(,(,()( txthtktu = , then we say that the 
continuous static ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  is 
globally strongly solvable.  
 
2) The problem of continuous dynamic Robust Output Feedback Stabilization (continuous dynamic ROFS) for 
(1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  is said to be globally solvable if there exist 
a normed linear space W , continuous functions );( UWSZCUk ××∈ + , );( WWSZCUg ××∈ +  with 
0))0,0,(,0,,( =tkdtf , 0)0,0,( =tg  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , such that the following system with state space W×X  is 
non-uniformly in time RGAOS: 
))(,()(
))()),(,(,()1(
)))()),(,(,(),(),(,()1(
txtHtY
twtxthtgtw
twtxthtktxtdtftx
=
=+
=+
                                                (4.1) 
Moreover, if the set WtH ×− )0,(1  is positively invariant for system (4.1) then we say the continuous dynamic ROFS 
problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  is globally strongly solvable. 
 
    The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and provides necessary Lyapunov-like 
conditions for the solvability of the static ROFS problem.  
 
Theorem 4.2 Consider the ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output given by (1.4) under hypotheses (A2-3) and 
(H2). Suppose that the continuous static ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized 
output ),( xtHY =  is globally solvable. Then there exist functions );( ++ ℜ×∈ XZCUV , ∞∈Kaa 21 , , 
+∈K21 , ββ  and constant )1,0(∈λ  such that the following inequalities hold: 
 ( ) ( )XY xtaxtVxtHa )(),(),( 221 β≤≤ , X×∈∀ +Zxt ),(                                     (4.2a) { } 0,),(;),()),,,(,1(supinf 1 ≤∈∈−+ −∈ DdythxxtVuxdtftVUu λ , SZyt ×∈∀ +),(                  (4.2b) 
 
If the static ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  is globally 
strongly solvable, then the following condition is additionally satisfied: 
 { } 0,),(;),()),,,(,1(supinf 1
),(
≤∈∈−+ −
∈ ∗
DdythxxtVuxdtftV
ytUu
λ  
 0≥∀t  and for all Sy∈  for which ∅≠∩ −− ),()0,( 11 ythtH                                       (4.2c) 
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where { }),()0,(0)),,,(,1(;:),( 11 ythtHxandDdallforuxdtftHUuytU −−∗ ∩∈∈=+∈=              (4.2d) 
 
Finally, if the feedback function );( USZCUk ×∈ +  that globally solves the static ROFS problem for (1.2) with 
measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output ),( xtHY =  satisfies 0)0,( =tk  for all +∈Zt , then the following 
condition is satisfied: { } 0,)0,(;),()0,,,(,1(sup 1 ≤∈∈−+ − DdthxxtVxdtftV λ , +∈∀ Zt                                   (4.2e) 
 
We also notice the following fact, which combined with Theorem 4.2 provides necessary conditions for the 
solvability of the continuous dynamic ROFS problem: 
 
Fact V: The continuous dynamic ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output 
),( xtHY =  is globally (strongly) solvable if and only if the continuous static ROFS problem for the following system: 
 
WUtvtuDtdZtWtwtx
tvtw
tutxtdtftx
×∈∈∈×∈
=+
=+
+ ))(),((,)(,,))(),((
)()1(
))(),(),(,()1(
X
                                    (4.3) 
 
with stabilized output ),( xtHY =  and measured output )),,((~ wxthy =  is globally (strongly) solvable. 
 
     We next give the notion of robust complete observability for discrete-time systems. The definition given here 
directly extends the corresponding notions given in [3,26], concerning autonomous continuous-time systems.   
 
Definition 4.3 Consider the system (1.2a) and let UDud ii ×∈),( , ,...1,0=i  and define recursively the following 
family of continuous mappings: 
xxtF =),(0 , ),,,(),,,( 00)1()1(1 uxdtfudxtF =  
)),,,,(,,1(:),,,( 1
)1()1(
11
)()( −−−−−−+= iiiiiiii uudxtFditfudxtF , 2≥i  
),(),(0 xthxty = , )),,,(,(:),,,( )()()()( iiiiii udxtFithudxty += , 1≥i  
 
where ),...,(: 10
)( −= ii ddd , ),...,(: 10)( −= ii uuu  for 1≥i . Let an integer 1≥p  and define the continuous mapping 
for all pppp UDudxt ×××ℜ∈ + X),,,( )()( : 
 
)),,,(,...,),((:),,,( )1()1(10
)()()( −−−= pppppp udxtyxtyudxty  
 
We say that a continuous function );( WZCUk X×∈ + , where W  is a normed linear space, is robustly completely 
observable from the output ),( xthy = with respect to (1.2a) if there exists an integer 1≥p  and a continuous 
function (called the reconstruction map) );( WUSSZCU pp ×××∈Ψ +  such that for all 
pppp UDZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( )()(  it holds that 
 
)),,,,(),,,,(,()),,,(,( )()()()()()()()( ppppppp
pp
p uudxtyudxtyptudxtFptk +Ψ=+                     (4.4) 
 
We say that system (1.2a) is robustly completely observable from the output ),( xthy =  if the identity function 
xxtk =),(  is completely observable.  
 
Remark 4.4: (a) Notice that for every input UD MMud ×∈),(  and for every X×∈ +Zxt ),( 00 , the unique solution 
)(tx  of (1.2a) corresponding to ),( ud  and initiated from 0x  at time 0t , satisfies the following relation: 
 
))1(),...,(),1(),...,1(),(),(,())(,( −−−+−−Ψ= tuptutyptyptytyttxtk , ptt +≥∀ 0  
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Following the terminology in [22], if system (1.2a) is robustly completely observable from the output ),( xthy =  then 
every control UD MMud ×∈),(  final-state distinguishes between any two events in time +∈ Zp . 
 
(b) Notice that every continuous function of the measured output )),(,(),( xthtxtk θ= , where WSZ →×+:θ  is a 
continuous function with the following property: 
 
 “for every pair of bounded sets +⊂ ZI , SA ⊆  and for every 0>ε  the set )( AI ×θ  is bounded and 
there exists 0>δ  such that εθθ <− Wytyt ),(),( 0 , for all It∈ , Ayy ∈0,  with δ<− ′Y0yy ” 
 
is robustly completely observable from the measured output. 
 
(c) Notice that since X∈0  is an equilibrium point for (1.2) and 0)0,( =th  for all 0≥t , by setting 0=x , 0)( =pu  
in (4.4), we obtain: 
)0,0,()0,( ttk Ψ= , pt ≥∀  
 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the reconstruction map Ψ  is continuously extended to 
pp USSZ ×××+  so that the above equality holds for all +∈Zt . 
 
The following proposition provides sufficient conditions for the solvability of the ROFS problem for (1.2). 
 
Proposition 4.5 Consider the ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output given by (1.4) under hypotheses (A2-3) 
and (H2). Suppose that: 
 
(i) There exists a continuous function );( UZCUk X×∈ +  with 0))0,(,0,,( =tkdtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , such that 
the closed-loop system (1.2a,b) with ))(,()( txtktu =  is non-uniformly in time RGAOS.  
 
(ii) The feedback function );( UZCUk X×∈ +  is robustly completely observable from the output ),( xthy =  with 
respect to (1.2a). 
 
Then the continuous dynamic ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output 
),( xtHY =  is globally solvable.  
 
Proof Since );( UZCUk X×∈ +  is robustly completely observable from the output ),( xthy =  with respect to (1.2a) 
there exists an integer 1≥p  and a reconstruction map );( UUSSCU pp ×××ℜ∈Ψ +  such that for all 
pppp UDZudxt ×××∈ + X),,,( )()(  (4.4) holds. Consider the following system: 
 
( ) +
−
++
+
−
∈×′=∈=
+=∈
=′⊆∈
Ψ=
=+
=+
=+
=+
=+
=+
ZtUWtwtwtw
ppiUtw
piStw
twPtyttu
twtw
twtw
tutw
twtw
twtw
tytw
pp
p
i
i
S
pp
pp
p
pp
,:))(),...,((:)(
2,...,1,)(
,...,1,)(
)))((),(,()(
)()1(
)()1(
)()1(
)()1(
)()1(
)()1(
21
122
12
1
1
12
1
Y
Y
M
M
                                (4.5) 
where  
),...,,),(),...,(),((:)( 122211 +−−= pppppS wwwwawawawP                                   (4.6) 
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and Sa →′Y:  is the continuous function involved in hypothesis (A3). Clearly, for every 
DMWZdwxt ×××∈ + X),,,( 000  the solution of (1.2) with (4.5) and initial condition ),())(),(( 0000 wxtwtx =  
corresponding to input DMd ∈  satisfies for all ptt +≥ 0 : 
 
piitutw
piitytw
ip
i
,...,1,)()(
,...,1,)()(
=−=
=−=
+
                                                    (4.7) 
 
and consequently by virtue of hypothesis (A3) and definition (4.6) we obtain that:  
 
))(),...,(),(),(),...,(),(())(( 112211 twtwtwtwtwtwtwP pppppS +−−= , for all ptt +≥ 0                         (4.8) 
 
It follows from (4.7) and (4.8) and Remark 4.4 that: 
 
)))((),(,())(,()( twPtyttxtktu SΨ== , ptt +≥∀ 0                                          (4.9) 
 
Equality (4.9) shows that the implemented control action given by )))((),(,()( twPtyttu SΨ=  coincides with the 
control action given by the state feedback law ))(,()( txtktu =  after p  time units. Since the closed-loop system 
(1.2a,b) with ))(,()( txtktu =  is non-uniformly in time RGAOS, there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  such that for 
every DMd ∈ , X×∈ +Zxt ),( 00 , the unique solution )(tx  of (1.2a,b) with ))(,()( txtktu =  initiated from X∈0x  
at time +∈ Zt0  and corresponding to DMd ∈ , satisfies (2.2). It follows from (4.9) that for every DMd ∈ , 
WZwxt ××∈ + X),,( 000 , the unique solution ))(),(( twtx  of (1.2) with (4.5) and initial condition 
),())(),(( 0000 wxtwtx =  corresponding to input DMd ∈  satisfies ( )pttptxpttxtH −−++≤ 000 ,)()())(,( XY βσ , ptt +≥∀ 0                           (4.10) 
 
Notice that by virtue of Remark 4.4 (c) and since 0))0,(,0,,( =tkdtf  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , we may conclude that 
W×∈X0  is an equilibrium point for system (1.2) with (4.5). Moreover, by virtue of hypotheses (A2-3) and (H2), it 
follows that system (1.2) with (4.5) satisfies hypotheses (H2-3) and consequently by virtue of Fact I, there exist 
functions +∈Kµ , ∞∈Ka , such that for every DMd ∈ , WZwxt ××∈ + X),,( 000 , the unique solution )(tx  of 
(1.2) with (4.5) initiated from ),())(),(( 0000 wxtwtx =  at time 00 ≥t  and corresponding to DMd ∈ , satisfies: 
 ( )WW wxattwtx 00)()()( +≤+ XX µ , 0tt ≥∀                                               (4.11) 
 
Combining estimates (4.10) and (4.11) we conclude that the closed-loop system (1.2) with (4.5) satisfies the Robust 
Output Attractivity Property (property P2 of Definition 2.1). By virtue of Fact II, the closed-loop system (1.2) with 
(4.5) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. The proof is complete.     <  
 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 4.5 is the following proposition, which provides a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the solvability of the dynamic ROFS problem for (1.2). 
 
Proposition 4.6 (Separation Principle) Consider the ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output given by (1.4) 
under hypotheses (A2-3) and (H2). The following statements are equivalent: 
 
(a) There exist a normed linear space W ′ , continuous functions );( UWZCUk ′××∈ + X , 
);( WWZCUg ′′××∈ + X  with 0))0,0,(,0,,( =tkdtf , 0)0,0,( =tg  for all DZdt ×∈ +),( , such that the following 
system with state space W ′×X  is non-uniformly in time RGAOS: 
 
))(,()(
))(),(,()1(
)))(),(,(),(),(,()1(
txtHtY
twtxtgtw
twtxtktxtdtftx
=
′=+′
′=+
                                                        (4.12) 
 
Moreover, the functions );( UWZCUk ′××∈ + X  and );( WWZCUg ′′××∈ + X  are robustly completely 
observable from the output )),,(( wxthy ′=′  with respect to the system: 
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+∈∈′×∈=′×∈′
=+′
=+
ZtDtdWUtututuWtwtx
tutw
tutxtdtftx
,)(,))(),(()(,))(),((
)()1(
))(),(),(,()1(
21
2
1
X
                       (4.13) 
 
(b) The continuous dynamic ROFS problem for (1.2) with measured output ),( xthy =  and stabilized output 
),( xtHY =  is globally solvable.  
 
Implication (a)⇒ (b) of Proposition 4.6 is an immediate application of Proposition 4.5 to the control system (4.13) 
with input ),( 21 uu . Implication (b)⇒ (a) of Proposition 4.6 is an immediate consequence of Remark 4.4(b) and 
Definitions 4.1, 4.3. We remark that since the component )(tx  of the solution of (4.13) does not depend on the input 
2u , the requirement that the functions );( UWZCUk ′××∈ + X  and );( WWZCUg ′′××∈ + X  are robustly 
completely observable from the output )),,(( wxthy ′=′  with respect to the system (4.13) implies the requirement that 
for every Ww ′∈′  the functions UwxtkZxt ∈′→×∈ + ),,(),( X  and WwxtgZxt ′∈′→×∈ + ),,(),( X  are robustly 
completely observable from the output ),( xthy =  with respect to the system (1.2). 
 
Example 4.7 Consider the ROFS problem for the system 
 
],[)(,,)(,),,(:
)()(
)()exp()()()1(
)()()1(
)()1(
3
321
233
2
22
21
rrtdZttuxxxx
txtY
txttxtdtx
tutxtx
txtx
−∈∈ℜ∈ℜ∈=
=
+=+
+=+
=+
+
                                         (4.14) 
 
where )1,0[∈r , with measured output 1xy = .  First notice that the feedback function 22:),( xxtk −=  stabilizes system 
(4.14), non-uniformly in time. We prove this claim by considering the Lyapunov function 
321 )exp(3:),( xxtxxtV ++= , which clearly satisfies the following inequalities: 
 
xtxtVxY )exp(5),( ≤≤= , 3),( ℜ×∈∀ +Zxt                                              (4.15a) 
),(,
3
2max))exp(1())exp(),,(,,1( 3223
2
22 xtVrxrxtxtdxxtkxxtV 


≤++≤+++ , ],[),,( 3 rrZdxt −×ℜ×∈∀ +   (4.15b) 
and since 1,
3
2max <


 r , by virtue of Proposition 2.2, we conclude that the closed-loop system (4.14) with 
))(,()( txtktu =  is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. Moreover, the feedback function 22:),( xxtk −=  is robustly 
completely observable from the output 1xy = . Particularly, we define the continuous mappings (following the 
notation of Definition 4.3): 
xxtF =),(0 , 







+
+=
230
0
2
2
2
)1()1(
1
)exp(
),,,(
xtxd
ux
x
udxtF , 10 ),( xxty = , 2)1()1(1 :),,,( xudxty =  
Clearly, we have: ( ) ( )2021001)1()1(1 :),,,1(),,,(,1 uyuyytudxtFtk +−=+Ψ=+  
 
Consequently, the closed-loop system (4.14) with: 
 
( )
+∈ℜ∈
+−=
=+
Zttw
twtytu
tutw
,)(
)()()(
)()1(
22  
is non-uniformly in time RGAOS.           <  
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5. Conclusions 
 
     The notions of non-uniform in time Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) and non-uniform in 
time Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) are studied in the present paper for time-varying discrete-time systems. 
Characterizations and links between these notions are provided. Particularly, it is shown that a discrete-time system 
with continuous dynamics satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property if and only if the corresponding unforced 
system is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. The Robust Output Feedback Stabilization (ROFS) problem is studied next. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of this problem are provided. 
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